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Daddy Master Notes

Episode Notes with Timestamps

Audio Edit Notes & Commentary
Title and Intro Notes

“oaklore” being a riff on the latest Taylor Swift album, and a nice convenient pun dealing with Henry’s 
family story. The Legends of the Hidden Temple intro is very much an “only 90s kids” sort of intro, and 
was the rare Matt idea that made it into the final (Dan Marino as simply a “Miami Dolphin” maybe is my 
favorite touch). Paeden originally had a color, but upon listening, I realized I gave Anthony the color purple 
twice, so it’s omitted in favor of him simply being a pissboy. Rest assured, those of us who remember the 
show were quite entertained by this small bit of Nickelodeon history. 

Matt and I continue our non-podcast work outdoors (and have no real exposure to other 
people outside of each other and we regularly get tested), just in case your eyebrows got 
raised.

2:45

For the first time, Anthony’s notes consists solely of a map he made!



Some small, additional identifying details removed, and a little bit too much of a tangent to 
make it into the main thing.

Definitely feels like Anthony has a whole thing here that’s going to be revealed.

A bit of time spent tweaking the introductions into each scene, as having a clear picture of 
that is important.

Matt and I also play PGA Tour 2k20.

Lose Anthony counting simply because Will gets the “answer” immediately. If he didn’t, 
would’ve left it in so the audience gets a clue to puzzle over along with the players.

There’s technically a number of videos featuring this mummy. Beth is clearly referencing the 
joke one with the guy yelling. The “giant enemy crab” bits come from the infamous Sony 
E3 press conference where someone on stage talks about giant enemy crabs and “dealing 
massive damage.”

Being an Elf, Will should have been able to (up to a certain level) wear some basic armor. 
Anthony also reads the wrong section of the guides, as the reduction of damage is for 
special armors that have things like “+1” or “+2” in their names. In this case, two wrongs 
kind of make a right, as the long and short of it is there’s an edit here to keep Will alive, but 
have him take damage. 

In retrospect, it feels like Anthony would be more likely to fuck with us early on, rather 
than try to blindsight us late in the game.

This is a segment from the OD&D manual. These are, somewhat surprisingly, pretty well 
described as “Hulk hands.”

I was at a taping of the reboot of American Gladiator and went to pee. Hulk started peeing 
next to me and, noticing I had my signature flip flops and wasn’t wearing a coat, remarked 
“Kinda cold for sandals, brother!” to which I haltingly responded “Ha! Sure is, Hulk!” 
That’s it that’s the whole story.

See: Django Reinhardt.

The detail that it’s only Ron’s upper lip moving is moved earlier so that the audience has 
a chance to figure it out as we don’t state what’s going on explicitly at any point. Matt, 
somewhat unbelievably, did not understand what was going on at any point, but went along 
with it.

“Better Nate than lever” is the punchline to my favorite Shaggy Dog story/joke. 
Recommend you look it up.

Vampires have their origins in Werewolf stories as well, so the idea of “silver” working (as a 
“pure” metal) also crosses over, but is generally less a part of the modern understanding of 
vampires (see also: gotta sleep in their “home” dirt).

Will’s reaction trimmed to not give away that we know more than we’re letting on.

A bit more juggling here to get the reference to Hildy in there a bit earlier in terms of the 
setup.

Matt somehow figures out a fart joke is coming like some kind of stinky Nostradamus.
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My riff on the weather here isn’t quite supported by the text, so it’s removed.1:35:36


